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Domesti versus ross-border aquisitions: whih impat on thetarget �rms' performane ?Olivier Bertrand∗ Habib Zitouna †‡

AbstratThis paper investigates the e�ets of horizontal aquisitions on the performane of target�rms in the 1990's. Using Frenh manufaturing �rm-level data, we examine two main indiatorsof performane: the pro�t and the produtive e�ieny. We distinguish domesti from ross-border aquisitions. To evaluate the impat of take-overs, we implement appropriate di�erene-in-di�erene estimation tehniques assoiated to a mathing propensity sore proedure. We �ndthat M&A do not inrease the pro�t of Frenh target �rms, even on the long run. However,they learly raise the produtivity of target �rms. These results suggest that �rms probablyredistribute e�ieny gains at the upstream and/or downstream prodution stage. There isno evidene of an inrease in market power. In addition, the onsequenes of domesti andross-border M&A signi�antly di�er. E�ieny gains are stronger for ross-border M&A. Thisonlusion is however true only for extra-European Union operations. The ahievement in theEuropean eonomi integration ertainly explains the absene of di�erene between Europeanand domesti aquisitions. Finally, our results ast some doubt on the frequent disriminationattitude towards foreign takeovers and the fears of their impat on �rms' performane and thehost ountry's welfare.Keywords : Multinational Firms, Foreign Diret Investment, Mergers and Aquisitions, Take-Overs, Firms performane.JEL Classi�ation : F23, L10, L20.
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1 IntrodutionThe 20th entury experiened a strong ativity of Mergers and Aquisitions (M&A) severaltimes. This proess of industrial restruturing has drawn attention of politiians and poliymakers very early. M&A have also beome one of the most researhed areas in industrial or-ganization. Indeed, M&A ould have a major impat on �rms, and thereby on industries, andtheir performanes in partiular.1 Unfortunately, empirial evidene from M&A arrives to mixedonlusions. In the past, most studies onluded that M&A redue ompanies' produtivity.2However, more reent papers tended to highlight a rather positive impat of M&A.3 For in-stane, Lihtenberg and Siegel (1987) analyzed the reperussions of ownership hanges on USmanufaturing plants. They observed a relative inrease in the total fator produtivity (TFP)of merging �rms. MGukin et al. (1995) pointed out the quiker growth in labor produtivityfor aquired plants in the US food industry. The performane of M&A is also mitigated in termsof pro�ts.4 One of the �rst major studies goes bak to Ravensraft and Sherer (1987). Theyfound no support for M&A gains. Aquired �rms in the US market in the 1960's and early 1970'ssaw their pro�t deline following aquisition. These results on�rm those of Meeks (1977) forthe UK market. He observed lowered pro�ts for merging �rms. However, more reently, Gugleret al. (2003) ame to the onlusion from a large sample of ountries that mergers resulted onaverage in a signi�ant inrease in pro�ts over the 1990's deade.51An abundant literature in �nane explored the impat of M&A on shareholders' wealth using event studies(see Meshi (1997) or Pautler (2003)). It onverges to say that M&A improve the ombined value of buyer andtarget �rms. However, target shareholders take pro�t from M&A while buyers just break even. In ontrast, theited literature in the remainder of the paper is based on aounting data.2See Caves (1989) for a survey.3The produtivity indiator an be measured for eah single input or for all inputs simultaneously. Althoughthe TFP (total fator produtivity) is the best way of estimating e�ieny performane, labor produtivity isfrequently examined beause of data onstraint.4Some studies analyzed the e�ets of M&A on ompanies' market shares. Mueller (1985) or Baldwin andGoreki (1990) found delines in market shares. Goldberg (1973), MDougall and Round (1986), Jenny andWeber (1980) or Cable et al. (1980) ame to no signi�ant variation in market shares.5Healy et al. (1992) or for example Cosh et al. (1980) also got the result of a positive impat respetively in theUS and the UK market. Empirial evidene for other ountries arrives to mixed onlusions too. For instane,merging �rms' pro�ts inreased in Canada (Baldwin (1995)) and Japan (Ikeda and Doi (1983)), but dereased inHolland (Peer (1980)) and Sweden (Ryden and Edberg (1980)).2



While empirial papers on M&A are quite numerous, studies on ross-border M&A onlyare rather sare. The literature on ross-border M&A is still in its infant stage. On the onehand, the industrial organization literature has explored the onsequenes of ownership hangeson merging �rms' performane, but without takling really the issue of their nationality. Itdoes not separate domesti from ross-border M&A. On the other hand, the literature on multi-national entreprises (MNE) has investigated the impat of foreign presene on host ountries.However, it has not distinguished M&A from Green�eld Investments.6 It traditionally on-siders that MNE enjoy superior knowledge-based assets and ompetitive ownership advantagestransferable to the host ountry market (Hymer (1976) or e.g. Dunning (1981)). Thus, MNE'ssubsidiaries are expeted to exhibit a higher produtivity and pro�t ompared to domestially-owned �rms. This assumption seems to be supported by empirial works.7 Suh questions havebeen only takled very reently for ross-border M&A. For instane, Arnold and Smarzynska(2005) (resp. Pisitello and Rabbiosi (2003)) found that foreign aquisitions improved the pro-dutivity of Indonesian (resp. Italian) target ompanies. Girma and Görg (2002) stressed thedi�erene in the e�ets of M&A aross UK setors: establishments in the eletronis setorwitnessed a redution in produtivity, whereas those loated in the food setor saw their pro-dutivity inrease.8 Some other papers ompared the performane of domesti and ross-borderM&A. Conyon et al. (2002) reahed the onlusion that the labor produtivity of UK aquired�rms inreased after a foreign take-over. They dereased, but not signi�antly after a domestiaquisition. Gioia and Thomsen (2004) emphasized a rather negative impat of these two kinds6A Green�eld Investment is de�ned as the establishment of a new prodution faility in ontrast to a ross-border M&A where a �rm purhases shares of an existing foreign �rm.7For instane, in the UK market, Davies and Lyons (1991), Dri�eld (1977), Girma et al. (2000) or Gri�th andSimpson (2001) on�rmed the produtivity superiority of foreign-owned �rms. The MNE's pro�t is more seldomexamined. For Frane, Houdebine and Topiol-Bensaïd (1999) pointed out that MNE's pro�ts were higher.8In a related paper, Girma and Görg (2003) evaluated the impat on the survival prospets of UK target �rms.Takeovers dereased their lifetime in both eletronis and food setors.3



of M&A in the Danish market. This derease in the performane of target �rms was higher forross-border M&A. In ontrast, Gugler et al. (2003) onluded to a non-important di�erene inpro�t between ross-border and domesti M&A.9This under-investigation of ross-border restruturing ontrasts with its inreasing impor-tane in the overall M&A ativity: the 1990's opened a new wave of industrial onsolidation(UNCTAD (2000)). Compared to previous phases of M&A, this wave implied muh more ross-border operations. Their number grew very quikly from 4 149 in 1991 to 5 373 transationsin 1998.10 Over the last deade, they represented on average one quarter of M&A transations,both in deal value and number. This �gure ould be even higher in some ountries. That wasthe ase of Frane where their shares (in value) inreased from 41% in 1990 to 50.7% in 1999(Coutinet and Sagot-Duvauroux (2003)). Furthermore, �rms from developed ountries playeda preponderant role not only in outward, but also in inward ross-border M&A (Kang and Jo-hansson (2000)).11 For the period 1991-1998, the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany,Frane and Canada aounted for almost 55% of total inward M&A deal value. The UnitedStates ranked �rst (27%), followed by the United Kingdom (14%) and Frane (5%).In addition, the surge of ross-border M&A raises new questions in term of eonomi pol-iy. It is more and more frequently asked in the publi debate in Europe, and even in theUnited States, whether authorities should foster domesti M&A or treat national and ross-border operations similarly. While governments are tempted to blok or to disourage foreigntake-overs, they usually enourage the emergene of "national hampions". That is speially9Event studies also explored the onsequenes of ross-border M&A. Harris and Ravensraft (1991) or Swen-son (1993) underlined that US target �rms' shareholders bene�ted more from a foreign M&A than a domestioperation. Markides and Ittner (1994) foused on US outward ross-border M&A. Cross-border operations wereon average welfare-improving for the US buyers.10The �rst four M&A wave were mainly on�ned to the United States and Great Britain. The �fth and lastM&A wave enompassed all major industrial ountries.11We de�ne inward ross-border M&A as the sales of domesti �rms to foreign investors. In the opposite,outward ross-border M&A orrespond to the purhases of foreign �rms by domesti �rms.4



true for Frane, as shown reently. In July 2005, there were some rumors about the takeover bidof the Frenh food �rm Danone by the Amerian ompany PepsiCo. This rumor provoked anoutry in the Frenh politial arena, some politiians swearing to protet this Frenh ompanyfrom any foreign take-over. Few weeks later, the Frenh government o�ially proposed to shieldsome "strategi" industries from foreign aquisitions.12 This widespread disrimination attitudeis quite questionable. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, there are very few studies omparing theperformane of domesti and ross-border restruturing, as explained above.In this ontext, the goal of this paper is to ontribute to �ll this gap. For the �rst time, wepursue the analysis on the Frenh manufaturing �rms' behavior in the 1990's.13 We investigatethe reperussions of horizontal aquisitions on target �rms' performane from a large sample of371 operations.14 We distinguish domesti from ross-border M&A. We also divide ross-borderoperations aording to the membership (or not) of the buyer to the European Community.Using a very detailed database at the �rm-level from the EAE enquiry, we examine the hangesin two omplementary indiators: the TFP and the pro�t. We also aount for some possible longterm e�ets. We implement appropriate di�erene-in-di�erene estimation tehniques assoiatedto a mathing propensity sore proedure.It is found that the overall horizontal M&A ativity does not inrease signi�antly the pro�tof Frenh target �rms on the short and long run. However, it exerts a positive and signi�antimpat on their total fator produtivity. These �ndings suggest that ompanies probably re-distribute e�ieny gains at the upstream and/or downstream prodution stage. There is noevidene of an inrease in market power of the target �rm. Besides, the reperussions of domesti12This list inludes ten Frenh industries, varying from biotehnologies, seure information systems, asinos tothe prodution of vaines.13In the past, two major waves of M&A took plae in Frane, the �rst one happening in the 1960's and the1970's, the seond one in the middle of the 1980's (Derhy (1999)).14Horizontal M&A are de�ned as operations between �rms within the same industry.5



and ross-border M&A signi�antly di�er, but only in term of produtive e�ieny. The impatof these two types of aquisitions on pro�ts is still no signi�ant. On the ontrary, e�ieny gainsare higher for ross-border M&A. For ross-border operations, e�ieny gains ould be partiallytransferred to the parent ompany through intra-�rm trade and transfer pries. Multinational�rms ould try to minimize their �sal burden. Nevertheless, this assumption is little plausible,beause of the absene of strit upstream-downstream relationship between the buyer and thetarget �rms. Finally, we distinguish EU from extra-EU operations: only extra-EU operationshave a higher e�et on e�ieny gains. The ahievement in the European eonomi integrationertainly explains the similarity between European and domesti aquisitions. Our results ques-tion the disrimination attitude to ross-border aquisitions. They ast some doubt on the fearsof foreign takeovers and their impat on domesti industries' performane and the host ountry'swelfare. Positive peuniary spill-overs are likely to be more important (or at worse idential)with ross-border operations.The artile proeeds as follows: setion 2 presents the theoretial bakground and setion 3desribes data and the measures of performane. Setion 4 reports the eonometri model, whilesetion 5 disusses empirial �ndings. Conlusions are drawn in the last setion.2 Theoretial bakgroundAs already emphasized, the infant literature on ross-border M&A still has little to say aboutross-border operations and their distint e�ets as ompared to domesti M&A. However, ross-border aquisitions are both a way of restruturing industry and an entry mode on a new foreignmarket. Therefore, based on the traditional MNE view, it ould be expeted a higher perfor-mane for ross-border operations. Indeed, MNE are traditionally assumed to enjoy superior6



knowledge-based assets and ompetitive ownership advantages whih allow them to ompetein host ountry and to ompensate for more �xed osts of establishments and a lak of loalinformation, experiene and business relationships (Hymer (1976) or e.g. Dunning (1981)). Thetransfer of tehnologial and managerial apabilities from the parent ompany is likely to enhanethe performane of loal subsidiaries. Loal subsidiaries ould pro�t from other MNE advan-tages, suh as a better aess to foreign markets through sales a�liates or network eonomies.Nevertheless, there may also exist some organizational osts related to the internationalizationof ativities, like a loose in the management ontrol or a lower oordination.One the other hand, it is well-known from the industrial organization literature that aM&A has two main impliations on �rms' performanes. M&A ould generate unilateral anti-ompetitive e�ets (and/or oordinated e�ets by failitating ollusion among ompeting �rms).The studies initiated by Salant et al. (1983) underline the limits of M&A strategies when theyare only motivated by a higher market power. However, M&A are also driven by e�ieny gainsmotives. Five main sorts of e�ieny gains are usually listed: prodution rationalization (reallo-ation of prodution aross �rms) ; eonomies of sale and sope (derease in average osts witha higher total output) ; tehnologial progress (di�usion of know-how and inreasing R&D in-entives) ; purhasing eonomies (lower input osts) ; lower slak (managerial and X-e�ieny).Following the IO framework, let us disuss in what the onsequenes of ross-border M&A oulddi�er from those of domesti operations.As onerns anti-ompetition e�ets, these are probably greater for domesti M&A sinethere is more diret ompetition between merging �rms. Geographial proximity removes somebarriers to trade suh as transport osts or ustom duties. It reinfores ompetition and thus,the inentives to merge for anti-ompetition purposes: everything equal, two �rms loated in the
7



same ountry ompete more than two �rms established in separate geographial markets.15 Nev-ertheless, ontrary to domesti operations, ross-border M&A might failitate ollusive priingbehaviour aross markets by inreasing multi-market ontats among �rms.16Conlusions are more unertain for e�ieny improvements. Rationalization gains ould bemore important for ross-border operations. Merging partners are more likely to di�er in theirmarginal prodution osts when they are initially loated in distint ountries, beause of oun-try disparities in terms of apital and labor endowment, judiial and institutional environment,et. In addition, they may bene�t from savings in transation osts and a better market aessabroad (Bertrand and Zitouna (2005)). However, to get these e�ieny gains, �rms are obligedto disperse their prodution ativities geographially aross ountries and then to give up someeonomies of sale. Furthermore, sale eonomies ould be larger with national restruturing. In-deed, the elimination of dupliated indivisible tasks is probably more important, sine �rms lookmore alike. Besides, M&A allow merging �rms to take advantage of input purhasing eonomies.For example, a take-over o�ers new owners the opportunity to renege on impliit and expliitlabor ontrats (Shleifer and Summers (1988)). Lommerud et al. (2004) explored this question inan international Cournot oligopoly framework. They ame to the onlusion that the wages paidby �rms are lower when they merge internationally, rather than nationally: intuitively, merging�rms are able to threat unions to shift prodution from domesti to foreign plants, making thennational and foreign unions ompete on wages.17 As regards their tehnologial impliations, tosome extent, stronger e�ieny gains ould be expeted for ross-border M&A (Bertrand andZuniga (2005)). Merging partners are more likely to di�er in terms of tehnologial harateris-tis when being loated in distint tehnologial environment, inreasing assets omplementary15The spatial eonomis literature examines the relationship between M&A, market power and loal ompetition(see Levy and Reitzes (1992, 1995)).16A �rm fearing retaliation in one market (i.e. a prie war) is inited to moderate its priing behavior in anothermarket (Bernheim and Whinston (1990)).17Empirial works are more ambiguous (see e.g. Conyon et al. (2002)).8



and reating a larger one-way or two-way di�usion of know-how within the �rm.18 The same typeof argument an be extended to managerial and organizational knowledge sine M&A representa means of transferring the most e�ient praties of a ompany.However, organizational problems may prevent merging partners from performing e�ienygains. Certainly, the required organizational hanges are more di�ult to implement for ross-border M&A beause of a higher gap in ountry and/or orporate ulture. Furthermore, themarket for orporate ontrol is haraterized by a high asymmetry in information (Gioia andThomsen (2004)). Foreign buyers undergo a "double lemons" problem. They have a lower mon-itoring apaity and are less well-informed on target harateristis due to a di�erent aountingstandard or judiial and institutional environment. Finally, buyer and target �rms may notbene�t equally from M&A gains if there is a unilateral resoure redeployment from target �rmsto buyers, or the other way round.19 Firms gain a priori more with bilateral resoure rede-ployments. However, resoure exhaustion for non-publi goods, suh as �nanial resoures ormanagerial e�ort, onstraints them.3 Data desription and measures of performaneM&A overed by our study took plae from 1993 to 2000. It inludes 371 M&A divided into202 domesti and 169 ross-border operations. M&A data ome from the Thomson One BankerDeals (formerly alled Thomson Mergers) database.20 From this database, we keep all dealsinvolving a perentage owned after the transation superior (or equal) to 50%. We also removethe �rms whih were aquired several times, or those whih were both a target and a buyer18Sine the eonomi ontext shapes the �rms' innovation apabilities, the heterogeneity of merging �rms mayre�et ountry disparities.19Capron and Mithell (1998) de�ne resoure redeployment as the use by the buyer or the target �rm of theother �rm's resoures.20These data provide information on worldwide markets from publily announed M&A. They omprise alltransations valued at US $1 million or more. In order to onstrut this database, di�erent soures are used, suhas stok exhange ommissions, trade publiations, law �rms, surveys of investment banks, et.9



Table 1: Number of target �rms by aquiror nations (1993-2000)Aquiror Nation Target �rmsAustralia 1Austria 3Belgium 20Canada 9Finland 2Frane 202Germany 19Ireland-Rep 1Italy 15Japan 4Netherlands 11Norway 3Spain 4Sweden 5Switzerland 5United Kingdom 21United States 46Total 371over the given period. In addition, we exlusively fous on horizontal aquisitions. Our sampledoes not omprise merger operations (oneived in their strit de�nition).21 The nationalityand setor omposition of buyer �rms are respetively desribed by tables 1 and 2. Three mainfeatures stand out. First, US, English, Belgium and German ompanies were the most ativeforeign �rms in the Frenh market for orporate ontrol. Seond, among manufaturing setors,industries suh as metal produts, mehanial, hemial or publishing were greatly a�eted byindustrial restruturing. Finally, we observe over time an inreasing tendeny for both domestiand ross-border M&A (�gure 1).All �rm-based data about Frenh ompanies' harateristis (1991-2001) ome from the21Cross-border aquisitions strongly predominated over mergers in the 1990's (UNCTAD (2000)). Mergersrepresented less than 3% of M&A (in number). Most of them, speially ross-border aquisitions, onsisted infriendly operations. Only less than 5% in value (and 0.2% in number) of ompleted ross-border M&A werehostile. 10



Figure 1: Evolution of domesti and ross-border M&A
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Table 2: Number of target �rms by setors (1993-2000)Setors Target �rmsClothing, leather goods 17Publishing, printing, reprodution 38Pharmaeutial, perfumes and leansing/polishing 25Household durable 24Automobiles 6Shipbuilding, aerospae and railway produts 9Mehanial apital goods 46Eletrial and eletroni equipment 33Mineral produts 14Textiles 20Wood and paper 22Chemials, rubber, plastis 39Metal produts and metal proessing 53Eletrial and eletroni omponents 25Total 371Frenh Ministry of Industry (SESSI).22 Based on the Frenh ensus of manufaturing (EAE- Enquêtes Annuelles d'Entreprises), we estimate the Frenh target �rms' performane throughtwo distint measures, the EBITDA and the TFP. The EBITDA is an abbreviation for "Earn-ings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreiation and Amortization". This indiator gives informationon the ompany's operating pro�t before non-operating expenses (suh as interest) and non-ash harges (depreiation and amortization). It onstitutes a good way of assessing pro�tssine it eliminates the in�uene of �naning and aounting deisions. The multilateral TFPindex developed by Caves et al. (1982) and extended by Good et al. (1997) aounts for the�rm produtive e�ieny (see appendix A for further information).23 The TFP indiator takesinto onsideration both sale (inreasing return to sale) and tehnology (produtivity growth)e�ets. In the next setion, we expose the applied eonometri method.22It ollets eah year aounting information on the inputs and outputs of individual �rms. This datasetinludes all Frenh manufaturing �rms of more than 20 employees. See table 8 in appendix B for more desriptivestatistis.23See Van Biesebroek (2003) for a disussion of the di�erent ways to estimate produtivity.
12



4 The eonometri methodologyThe e�et of an aquisition on the outome (here the performane) of a given �rm is de�ned asthe di�erene between the �rm's outome when aquired and the outome that this �rm wouldhave reahed if it had not been aquired. Put it di�erently, the impat of a M&A is measured bythe hange in the �rm's outome whih is attributable to the M&A event only. It results in onequestion: what would have been the target �rm's performane if it had not been taken over ?The di�erene-in-di�erene (hereafter DID) approah is well adapted to deal with this question(Meyer (1994), Hekman et al. (1997)). Considering the aquisition proess as an experiment,the DID method evaluates the average e�et of the treatment (here the aquisition) on treated(the aquired �rms denoted AF ). The idea that it develops is simple: omparing the outome ofa ompany before and after an aquisition is not satisfatory. Indeed, we ould wrongly attributeto a M&A a variation in the outome that is atually due to a hange in the eonomi situation.To ontrol this skew, and by supposing that a modi�ation of the eonomi situation a�ets all�rms in an idential way, the DID method ompares the di�erene in the outome before andafter the aquisition for aquired �rms to that in the outome before and after this operation fora ontrol group. This ontrol group is omposed of �rms whih has not been taken over. These�rms are denoted NAF in the remainder of the artile.Formally, let Y 1

it be the outome in period t for a target �rm i whih has been exposedto a take-over. We denote Y 0

it the outome for the same target �rm if it was not subjet toa take-over. The e�et of the take-over for this �rm i is then measured by Y 1

it − Y 0

it . Theaverage impat of aquisition is desribed by E(Y 0

it/AF = 1). Unfortunately, missing data donot allow us to evaluate it diretly: we annot observe one same �rm both as a partiipant andas a non-partiipant to a M&A. In other words, we annot know the outome in the event of13



non-partiipation for a ompany whih has atually been taken over, and onversely. To solvethis di�ulty, we ompare the evolution of the groups AF and NAF assuming that they wouldhave been idential in the absene of take-overs:
E(Y 0

it/AF = 1, t = 1) − E(Y 0

it/AF = 1, t = 0) = E(Y 0

it/AF = 0, t = 1) − E(Y 0

it/AF = 0, t = 0)(1)The terms t = 0 and t = 1 designate respetively the period before and after the aquisition.Thereby, the missing ounterfatual value ould be replaed by the state of target �rms beforethe take-over, adjusted for the growth in aggregate outome:
E(Y 0

it/AF = 1, t = 1) = E(Y 0

it/AF = 1, t = 0) + mt (2)where mt = E(Y 0

it/AF = 0, t = 1) − E(Y 0

it/AF = 0, t = 0). This expression indiates the DIDestimator. It assesses the impat of aquisitions on target �rms. We get it by regressing datapooled aross these two groups:
Yit = β0 + β1AFi + β2Aftert + β3AFi ∗ Aftert + εit (3)

AFi is a dummy variable taking the value 1 for target �rms and 0 otherwise. It ontrols fordi�erenes in onstant outome Yit between target �rms and the ontrol group. We de�ne thedummy variable After as taking the value 1 in the post-aquisition years and 0 otherwise.This dummy variable ontrols for time e�ets on outome Yit. Lastly, the term AFi ∗ Aftertis an interation term between AFi and Aftert . Its oe�ient β3 represents the di�erene-in-di�erene estimator of the e�et of aquisition on the group AF (see the table 3). Theframework desribed by equation (3) is extended by inluding a vetor of �rm harateristis.These explanatory variables ontrol for di�erenes in observable attributes between groups AF14



and NAF :
Yit = β0 + β1AFi + β2Aftert + β3AFi ∗ Aftert + ΦXit + εit (4)where the vetor Xit represents the observable features of �rms i at time t.Table 3: Di�erene-in-di�erene estimatorBefore After Di�ereneTarget �rms β0+β1 β0+β1+β2+β3 β2+β3Control group β0 β0+β2 β2Di�erene β1 β1+β3 β3Yet, it remains to explain the hoie of the omparison group. Intuitively, the DID methoddoes not ondut to valid estimations if the omparison group already di�ers greatly from target�rms over the pre-aquisition period. To remedy it, we ombine the DID estimation to the math-ing method (Blundell and Costa Dias (2000)).24 Propensity sores mathing tehniques identifya ontrol group without markedly di�erenes in harateristis ompared to target �rms. It on-trols for endogeneity and ex-ante observable �rm harateristis (Dehejia and Wahba (2002)).Failure to aount for the seletion problem would bias the estimated impat of M&A. It maylead to a orrelation between being aquired and the error term in the outome equation. It willbe the ase if aquisition deision is not a random proess, but is due to observable �rm har-ateristis whih are also in�uening the post-merger outome. The propensity sore methodtherefore ontrols for seletion based on observed �rm harateristis. Furthermore, mathing�rms diretly ould require omparing the groups AF and NAF aross a too large number ofobservable pre-aquisition harateristis. The propensity sore method redues the dimension-ality issue by apturing all information from these harateristis on a single basis (Rosenbaumand Rubin (1983)). It measures the probability of being aquired aording to a vetor of �rm24The mathing method is a non-parametri method. No partiular spei�ation is assumed.
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variables. The estimation of this probability value is as follows:
Pr(AFit = 1) = F (Xit) (5)where the vetor Xit represents the �rm harateristis. One the propensity sores alulated,observations from the group AF and the NAF are mathed. Eah target �rm is assoiated witha ontrol �rm endowed with a similar propensity sore.25 Now, this eonometri methodology isapplied to the performane of Frenh target �rms in the 1990's.5 The eonometri estimation5.1 The propensity sore mathingThe �rst stage of our estimation strategy onsists in �nding a well-suited ontrol group.26 Weevaluate a probit of the following form:

Pr(AFi,s,t = 1) = F (TFPi,s,t−1, P rofiti,s,t−1, Exporti,s,t−1,Marketsharei,s,t−1,Wagei,s,t−1)(6)We estimate this equation separately for domesti and ross-border aquisitions sine thereis no reason to expet similar variables oe�ients. In addition, at eah point in time t, a newlyaquired �rm i in a setor s is mathed with the losest non-target �rm also loated in s interm of its propensity sore.27 By doing it, we redue the possible bias related to unobservabletemporal and setoral determinants (suh as e.g hanges in regulatory environment). Indeed, themathing proedure supposes that only observable variables matters in the deision of aquisition.25We use the 'aliper' mathing method to selet the ontrol �rm.26The mathing is performed in Stata Version 8 implementing the software provided by Sianesi (2001).27We use the Frenh industry lassi�ation NAF16. 16



Moreover, to avoid some problem of endogeneity at this stage, all independent variables arelagged one year. We point out that further data are provided by the EAE database. Allmonetary variables are expressed in Frenh urreny (in thousands of frans) and are de�atedusing 1995 pries as a benhmark. It should be notied that the variables are not expressed inlogarithm in this paper beause some of them take zero or negative values.We selet di�erent determinants of aquisition.28 We inlude both the TFP and the pro�t:the propensity of a �rm to be taken over basially depends on its performane. In addition,we aount for the �rm's relative size, that says its market share.29 Finally, we ontrol for theexport rate of the target �rm as well as the wage by employee. Changing the set of explanatoryvariables does not a�et our results.The table 9 and 10 in appendix C display the e�ieny of the mathing proedure. Thebalaning property is veri�ed.30 The redution in bias is drasti for both domesti and foreigntake-overs when the bias is initially high.31 One redued, the bias does not exeed the thresholdof 8% (resp. 16%) for domesti (foreign) aquisitions. In both ases, it is very low for our twomain variables of interest. It is less than 5% for the TFP and pro�t variables. This method thusprovides a valid group of �rms to whih we will ompare hanges in target �rms' performane.Finally, it is pointed out in table 11 in appendix C that the probability of being aquiredis negatively and signi�antly related to the TFP. On the ontrary, the pro�t variable is stillnegative, but not signi�ant.32 A poorly-performing �rm seems more likely to be aquired.28We heked that there is neither a too high statisti orrelation, nor multi-ollinearity among seletedvariables.29The size is not diretly evaluated by the turnover beause of a high orrelation with the pro�t variable.30For eah independent variable, the di�erene between target and ontrol �rms is heked, employing T-teston the di�erenes within bands of the propensity sore.31The bias ould be de�ned as the di�erene of the sample mean in the treated and non-treated sub-samplesdivided by the square root of the average of the sample varianes in the treated and non-treated groups.32This non-signi�ane may ome from a size e�et. Large �rms with lower pro�ts ould be more likely to beaquired. By buying out a large �rm, a ompany inreases more quikly its business ativity, taking pro�t fromeonomies of sale and sope: it is preisely an advantage of external growth strategies over those of internalgrowth. 17



First, the aquisition prie is weak. Seond, an aquisition may at as a managerial disipliningdevie to remove bad managers. Moreover, by taking-over a low-performing �rm, an investormay expet to implement his more e�ient organizational and tehnologial praties, therebygenerating e�ieny gains.33 The next step is to estimate the equation 4.5.2 The di�erene-in-di�erene estimationWe estimate the e�ets of aquisitions by performing the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) methodwith robust standard errors. Table 4 shows their reperussions in terms of produtivity. Table5 indiates the impat of M&A on pro�ts. By inluding in the regressions both �xed year andsetor dummies, we aount for unobserved onstant heterogeneity aross industries (like e.g.regulatory environment) as well as external shoks whih are likely to play a role in the perfor-mane of �rms. In eah table, we �rst estimate the whole sample (olumns 1 to 5) and thenseparate data into domesti and ross-border aquisitions (olumns 6 to 10). In addition, weevaluate the impat of M&A with and without ontrolling variables. We ontrol for the in�u-ene of the ompany' size (variable Size). It orresponds to the �rm's turnover, whih re�etsits business ativity. We also evaluate the role of the �rm's market share (variable Marketshare)and the industry onentration (variable HH ). The industry onentration rate is alulatedusing the traditional Her�ndahl-Hirshman index. This index is equal to the sum of the squaresof �rms' market shares in a given setor (Martin, 1993). The �rm's market share, the industrialonentration and all setor dummies are alulated at the very disaggregated level NAF114(Frenh industry lassi�ation). Beause of a high orrelation (around 0.58), interpreting simul-taneously the variable HH and Marketshare is di�ult. However, there is no multi-ollinearityissue when implementing a VIF (Variane In�ating Fators) test. In addition to di�erent �xed33However, suh a view has been mitigated by Ravensraft and Sherer (1989) or Jensen (1986). M&A arean ambivalent phenomenon. They sometimes re�et managers' power. In addition, investors ould be inited totake over high-performing �rms in order to bene�t from their tehnologial and managerial knowledge.18



e�ets spei�ations, these variables permit to ontrol for variations in observable harateristisof the market struture and �rms.34In a �rst step, we examine the produtivity of aquired �rms (table 4). The variable AF*Afterdisplays a positive and signi�ant sign in all TFP regressions. It suggests that M&A inreasethe produtive e�ieny of target �rms. As seen in the previous setion, the likelihood ofbeing taken over depends negatively on the variable TFP (table 11 in appendix C). Hene,it on�rms that buyers tend to take possession of ine�ient ompanies, ertainly in order toimprove their e�ieny. This onlusion onverges with reent studies highlighting a positiveimpat of M&A in term of produtivity (e.g. MGukin et al. (1995)). Then, we break up totalaquisitions into national and ross-border operations. We replae the variable AF with twodi�erent dummy variables: AF dom and AF trs. Two interative dummies are then inluded:AF dom*After and AF trs*After. The oe�ients of these interative dummy variables indiatethe impat of domesti and ross-border aquisitions respetively. As shown by table 4, M&Ahave a positive impat for both domesti and foreign aquisitions. The positive sign from ross-border aquisitions supports works from Arnold and Smarzynska (2005) or for instane Pisitelloand Rabbiosi (2003).35 The foreign aquisitions of target �rms are followed by an improvementin produtivity. Interestingly, the oe�ient size is quite larger for ross-border aquisitions asompared to domesti operations. This di�erene is signi�ative when applying a Wald test (atless than 5% level). E�ieny gains appear to be higher for ross-border M&A, on�rming sometheoretial intuitions developed in setion 2.36 Complementarity in knowledge assets ould bemore important with ross-border operations, failitating the redeployment of tehnologial and34We also run di�erent regressions with and without ontrolling variables to verify the robustness of ouronlusions.35Conyon et al. (2002) and Pisitello and Rabbiosi (2003) only take into aount hanges in labor produtivity.36Our results partly di�er for instane from Conyon et al. (2002). They did not found any signi�ant inreasein produtivity for domesti M&A. 19



managerial apabilities. We also show in table 6 the estimations when we split up ross-borderM&A into two distint samples: the buyers belong or not to the European Community. Thevariables AF trs E*After and AF trs NE*After designate respetively the e�ets of intra andextra-EU ross-border M&A. National, intra-EU and extra-EU M&A a�et positively the target�rms' TFP. Furthermore, the di�erene between domesti and ross-border M&A is signi�ativewhen applying a Wald test, but only for non-European M&A (at less than 5% level).37 Onlynon-European M&A are more e�ieny-improving than domesti M&A. It ertainly omes fromthe ahievement in the European eonomi integration. This proess progressively removedtransation osts and failitated market aess to all European ountries. It ertainly also madeinstitutional and eonomi environment more homogenous aross European ountries. Moregenerally, this �nding highlights that the ountry origin of the buyer �rm matters. In table 14,12 and 13 in appendix C, we test the robustness of these outomes by removing setor and yeardummies, or inluding �rm dummies. It gives support for our prior onlusions.38

37The di�erene between domesti and European M&A is not signi�ant even at a threshold of 10%.38The introdution of �rm dummies makes the interative variable not signi�ant for domesti operations.However, the onsequenes of foreign operations still remain positive and signi�ant, on�rming a higher e�ienyfor ross-border M&A, espeially non-European M&A.20



Table 4: E�ets of M&A on TFP(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)After -3.398e-02 -2.673e-02 -6.599e-03 -2.711e-02 -6.507e-03 -3.533e-02 -2.821e-02 -8.076e-03 -2.858e-02 -7.971e-03(4.628e-02) (4.620e-02) (4.595e-02) (4.623e-02) (4.598e-02) (4.635e-02) (4.626e-02) (4.601e-02) (4.629e-02) (4.603e-02)AF -.284a -.2755a -.271a -.276a -.270a(5.193e-02) (5.178e-02) (5.085e-02) (5.180e-02) (5.086e-02)AF Dom -.172a -.172a -.158a -.1733a -.158a(6.203e-02) (6.171e-02) (6.064e-02) (6.172e-02) (6.065e-02)AF Trs -.426a -.407a -.413a -.407a -.413a(6.679e-02) (6.689e-02) (6.566e-02) (6.690e-02) (6.567e-02)AF*After .277a .280a .259a .281a .259a(5.923e-02) (5.907e-02) (5.840e-02) (5.907e-02) (5.841e-02)AF Dom*After .187a .182a .163b .183a .163b(7.050e-02) (7.019e-02) (6.952e-02) (7.019e-02) (6.954e-02)AF Trs*After .383a .396a .371a .396a .371a(7.516e-02) (7.502e-02) (7.402e-02) (7.500e-02) (7.403e-02)Size -6.513e-08a 3.156e-08b -6.482e-08a 3.166e-08b -6.295e-08a 3.505e-08a -6.264e-08a 3.515e-08a(1.655e-08) (1.240e-08) (1.643e-08) (1.237e-08) (1.628e-08) (1.214e-08) (1.616e-08) (1.212e-08)Marketshare -6.064a -6.073a -6.115a -6.126a(.537) (.536) (.536) (.534)HH -8.374e-05 1.374e-05 -8.242e-05 1.583e-05(7.729e-05) (7.749e-05) (7.755e-05) (7.783e-05)Constant -.819a -.826a -1.602a -1.545a -1.612a -1.451a -1.471a -1.457a -1.413a -1.468a(8.492e-02) (8.474e-02) (9.418e-02) (.110) (.108) (.105) (.104) (.103) (.118) (.117)Observations 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380R-squared 0.44 0.44 0.46 0.44 0.46 0.44 0.44 0.46 0.45 0.46Setor and year �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors in parentheses* signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%;a signi�ant at c
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In a seond step, we explore the pro�ts of target �rms. As desribed by the table 5, a-quisitions have ontrasted onsequenes on their performane. The variable AF*After is indeedpositive, but not signi�ant. Contrary to the reent work from Gugler et al. (2003), the pro�tof target �rms does not signi�antly inrease (or derease as e.g. in Ravensraft and Sherer(1987)) following an aquisition. In addition, we investigate the time horizon in the impat ofaquisitions. The e�ets on pro�t ould take more time. Results are then restrited for morethan 2, 3, 4 or 5 years (only) after the aquisition. Atually, as indiated in table 7, aquisitionsdo not seem to inrease pro�ts, even on the long run.39 Frenh target �rms do not seem tokeep their e�ieny gains. Under ompetitive pressure, e�ieny gains ould be redistributed atthe upstream and/or downstream prodution stage, through an inrease in input pries and/ora derease in �nal good pries.40 Thus, there is no evidene of any signi�ant inrease in themarket power of target �rms, sine pro�ts do not vary. Then, olumns 6 to 10 in table 5 deom-pose aquisitions into domesti and foreign operations. Domesti M&A do not have a signi�antimpat on target �rms' pro�ts. In spite of higher e�ieny gains, ross-border operations donot drive to a variation in pro�ts either. There ould be two main explanations. First, theredution in ompetition is weaker for ross-border M&A. It does not allow �rms to pro�t fromtheir higher e�ieny gains. Seond, there are some wealth transfers from the newly a�liateto the parent ompany. Transfer priing mehanisms ould be used by MNE to minimize theirglobal tax burden.41 They ould manipulate transfer pries to shift pro�ts from one high-tax toa low-tax ountry through intra-�rm trade.42 Beause of the high level of tax rate on pro�ts inFrane, this senario ould sound realisti. However, our sample only inludes horizontal aqui-39The interative variable ould be signi�ant in 3, but not in 2, 4 or 5. This hange is then not really onlusive,all the more as the signi�ane is not robust to a modi�ation in estimations. More generally, we have to interpretit with aution sine our sample is redued with a narrower timing window.40Theoretially, three main parameters determine the extent to whih e�ieny gains redue onsumers' pries:the intensity of ompetition after merging, the harateristis of the demand funtion and the prodution ost.41See Caves (1996) for an overview on this question.42They ould modify the pries assigned to internal transations, by under-priing exports and over-priingimports. 22



sitions. It therefore exludes any strit upstream - downstream relationship. Transfer priingtehniques should then be on�ned to intangible goods only, suh as royalty payment for patents,trademarks et. In this ontext, pro�t evasion should be limited. Finally, we display estimationsin table 6 when separating ross-border M&A into non-European and European aquisitions. Inappendix C, we again test the robustness of our outomes by removing setor and year dummies,or inluding �rm dummies (see table 15 and 16).
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Table 5: E�ets of M&A on pro�ts(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)After 1.402e+04a 5.839e+03c 6.180e+03c 5.801e+03c 6.136e+03c 1.405e+04a 5.787e+03c 6.135e+03c 5.749e+03c 6.092e+03c(5.425e+03) (3.196e+03) (3.203e+03) (3.204e+03) (3.211e+03) (5.413e+03) (3.192e+03) (3.199e+03) (3.200e+03) (3.207e+03)AF 2.928e+03 -6.898e+03a -6.786e+03a -6.948e+03a -6.831e+03a(2.806e+03) (2.039e+03) (2.000e+03) (2.054e+03) (2.012e+03)AF Dom -2.009e+03 -2.013e+03 -1.767e+03 -2.071e+03 -1.822e+03(2.593e+03) (1.486e+03) (1.521e+03) (1.487e+03) (1.520e+03)AF Trs 1.002e+04b -1.316e+04a -1.323e+04a -1.320e+04a -1.326e+04a(4.745e+03) (3.666e+03) (3.702e+03) (3.680e+03) (3.712e+03)AF*After 6.453e+03 3.803e+03 3.434e+03 3.844e+03 3.482e+03(8.623e+03) (5.512e+03) (5.406e+03) (5.525e+03) (5.421e+03)AF Dom*After -8.195e+03 -1.145e+03 -1.470e+03 -1.073e+03 -1.400e+03(5.682e+03) (4.209e+03) (4.181e+03) (4.214e+03) (4.184e+03)AF Trs*After 2.380e+04 9.593e+03 9.152e+03 9.597e+03 9.171e+03(1.700e+04) (9.708e+03) (9.575e+03) (9.709e+03) (9.582e+03)Size 7.443e-02a 7.588e-02a 7.446e-02a 7.585e-02a 7.453e-02a 7.602e-02a 7.456e-02a 7.599e-02a(9.373e-03) (1.084e-02) (9.373e-03) (1.084e-02) (9.348e-03) (1.083e-02) (9.347e-03) (1.083e-02)Marketshare -8.947e+04 -8.614e+04 -9.161e+04 -8.833e+04(1.106e+05) (1.103e+05) (1.109e+05) (1.106e+05)HH -6.489 -5.267 -6.434 -5.182(5.453) (5.085) (5.431) (5.065)Constant 1.033e+04 4.395e+03a 3.946e+04 4.696e+04 4.635e+04 -1.272e+03 2.213e+04a 3.514e+04 4.667e+04 4.605e+04(.) (7.470e+02) (3.816e+04) (4.004e+04) (3.976e+04) (7.287e+03) (6.084e+03) (3.738e+04) (3.989e+04) (3.961e+04)Observations 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897R-squared 0.16 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.16 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63Setor and year �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors in parentheses
c signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%; a signi�ant at 1%
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Table 6: E�ets of intra-EU and extra-EU ross-border M&APro�t TFPAfter 6.148e+03c -7.121e-03(3.208e+03) (4.602e-02)AF Dom -1.920e+03 -.161a(1.536e+03) (6.065e-02)AF Trs E -8.421e+03a -.333a(2.519e+03) (7.747e-02)AF Trs NE -2.117e+04a -.555a(8.058e+03) (9.667e-02)AF Dom*After -1.404e+03 .164b(4.185e+03) (6.955e-02)AF Trs E*After -6.384e+03 .252a(5.537e+03) (8.849e-02)AF Trs NE*After 3.071e+04 .553a(2.044e+04) (.107)Size 7.576e-02a 3.563e-08a(1.076e-02) (1.204e-08)Marketshare -8.413e+04 -6.101a(1.103e+05) (.536)HH -5.811 1.081e-05(5.174) (7.788e-05)Constant 5.029e+04 -1.544a(4.053e+04) (.123)Observations 6897 6380R-squared 0.63 0.46Setor and year �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors in parentheses* signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%; a signi�ant at 1%
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Table 7: Long term e�ets of M&A on pro�ts>2 >3 >4 >5 >2 >3 >4 >5After 5.985e+03 1.361e+04c 1.688e+04 1.053e+04 5.957e+03 1.346e+04c 1.660e+04 9.977e+03(5.722e+03) (7.583e+03) (1.083e+04) (0.71) (5.715e+03) (7.556e+03) (1.076e+04) (1.478e+04)AF -4.239e+03 2.173e+03 6.017e+03 9.463e+03(3.620e+03) (5.293e+03) (7.456e+03) (0.91)AF Dom -2.425e+03 3.278e+03 5.819e+03c 6.118e+03(2.661e+03) (2.846e+03) (3.290e+03) (3.840e+03)AF Trs -5.821e+03 1.262e+03 5.932e+03 1.243e+04(6.220e+03) (9.865e+03) (1.548e+04) (2.066e+04)AF*After 5.896e+03 1.099e+04c 1.013e+04 1.291e+04(5.914e+03) (6.388e+03) (8.821e+03) (1.08)AF Dom*After -2.234e+03 2.386e+03 6.584e+02 3.499e+03(4.324e+03) (3.028e+03) (3.483e+03) (4.032e+03)AF Trs*After 1.522e+04 2.141e+04c 2.281e+04 2.487e+04(9.728e+03) (1.252e+04) (1.829e+04) (2.386e+04)Size 8.084e-02a 7.832e-02a 7.823e-02a 8.310e-02a 8.065e-02a 7.806e-02a 7.777e-02a 8.239e-02a(1.277e-02) (1.307e-02) (1.347e-02) (5.58) (1.274e-02) (1.304e-02) (1.342e-02) (1.491e-02)Marketshare -1.103e+05 -5.736e+04 -1.129e+05 -3.607e+05 -1.070e+05 -5.579e+04 -1.032e+05 -3.416e+05(1.817e+05) (1.897e+05) (2.164e+05) (1.09) (1.813e+05) (1.893e+05) (2.163e+05) (3.319e+05)HH -4.261 -1.106e+01 -1.026e+01 -1.937e+01 -4.187 -1.047e+01 -9.765 -1.993e+01(8.468) (1.345e+01) (1.771e+01) (0.73) (8.375) (1.306e+01) (1.707e+01) (2.593e+01)Constant 2.182e+04 5.308e+04 4.516e+04 1.341e+05 2.104e+04 4.889e+04 4.114e+04 1.465e+05(7.369e+04) (1.098e+05) (1.435e+05) (0.57) (7.305e+04) (1.070e+05) (1.389e+05) (2.275e+05)Observations 4026 2876 2114 1563 4026 2876 2114 1563R-squared 0.72 0.78 0.77 0.79 0.72 0.78 0.77 0.79Setor and year �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors in parentheses
c signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%; a signi�ant at 1%
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Beyond the issue of M&A regulation, ross-border M&A raise new questions in term of eo-nomi poliy. Should governments enourage the formation of national hampions or failitateross-border operations ? Are their e�ets on �rms and host ountries idential or di�erent? Our results learly question the disrimination attitude to foreign aquisitions regarding the�rms' performane. At worse, domesti and foreign aquisitions do not signi�antly di�er interms of TFP and pro�t. Depending on the ountry origin of the buyer, ross-border operationsould in some ases engender higher e�ieny gains. Our results also ast some doubt on anegative related impat on the national welfare. First, they is no evidene of any inrease inmarket power of target �rms. As shown, pro�ts do not vary following a domesti or foreignaquisition. In addition, target �rms do not seem to keep their e�ieny gains. Two senariosare possible. First, e�ieny gains are only redistributed to the upstream (suppliers/labor fore)and/or downstream prodution stage (onsumers). In that ase, ross-border M&A are likely togenerate more important (or equal) positive peuniary spill-overs to the host ountry's eonomy.Seond, a part of e�ieny gains from the aquired a�liate goes to the parent ompany throughtransfer priing mehanisms. Then, drawing a onlusion is less simple, sine gains ould evadefrom the host ountry. If internal pries absorb all e�ieny gains, the host ountry does notpro�t from gains in e�ieny. Only the home ountry of the parent ompany wins from foreignaquisitions. A government maximizing the soial welfare should then foster domesti operations.However, as disussed previously, this seond senario sounds less plausible in our situation. Tode�nitely validate this assumption, data on buyer �rms would be needed. Unfortunately, dataonstraints do not usually allow researhers to have suh an exhaustive and harmonized data onboth buyer and target �rms' harateristis. This problem is ampli�ed with a large number ofhome ountries.Finally, as onerns the ontrolling variables (see also tables in appendix C), the variable Size27



is usually positive and signi�ant in pro�t regressions, but more ambiguous in TFP regressions.Its sign and signi�ane depend on the set of the independent variables and dummies inluded.The variable Marketshare does not seem to exert any signi�ant role in the pro�t level. It oftenhas a negative impat on produtivity. The onentration rate are negatively (signi�antly ornot) assoiated to the TFP and pro�t.6 ConlusionThis paper explores the reperussions of horizontal aquisitions on the performane of Frenhtarget �rms in the 90's. Using Frenh manufaturing �rm-level data (EAE enquiry), we inves-tigate how their pro�t and their produtive e�ieny vary. We wonder whether domesti andross-border M&A have similar onsequenes. We implement appropriate di�erene-in-di�ereneestimation tehniques assoiated to a mathing propensity sore proedure. We �nd that M&Ado not raise the pro�t of Frenh ompanies, even on the long run. On the ontrary, they in-rease their produtivity. It suggests that �rms probably redistribute e�ieny gains at theupstream and/or downstream prodution stage. In addition, the impliations of domesti M&Asigni�antly di�er from those of ross-border M&A. E�ieny gains are stronger for ross-borderM&A. This onlusion is however true only for extra-EU operations. The ahievement in theEuropean eonomi integration ertainly partly explains the absene of signi�ant di�erenebetween European and domesti aquisitions. Our results question the disrimination attitudeto ross-border aquisitions regarding their impat on �rms' performane as well as the hostountry's welfare. All these �ndings learly deserve further investigations in our future researhagenda.
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A Measuring produtivityThe multilateral TFP index is onstruted as the log of the �rm's output minus a revenue-shareweighted sum of the log of �rm's inputs. In order to guarantee that omparisons between anytwo �rm-year observations are transitive, �rm's inputs and outputs are expressed as deviationsfrom a single referene point. As the referene point, the multilateral index elaborated by Caves,Christensen and Diewert keeps a hypothetial plant whose input revenue shares equal to thearithmeti mean revenue shares over all observations, and output and input levels orrespond tothe geometri mean of outputs and inputs over all observations. The output, input and onse-quently produtivity of a �rm for eah year are measured relative to this hypothetial plant. Theextension of this method uses a separate hypothetial �rm referene point for eah ross-setionof observations and then hain-links the referene points together over time. This produtivityindex is useful in our framework sine it provides a onsistent way of summarizing not onlythe ross-setional distribution of �rms' TFP, but also how the distribution moves over time.Moreover, it allows �exible spei�ations of tehnology.Formally, we suppose that a plant f produes a single output yft using the set of inputs xiftwhere i = 1, 2, ..., n. The total fator produtivity index for this plant f in year t is de�ned as:
ln TFPft = (ln yft − ln yt) +

t∑
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The �rst term expresses the �rm's output in year t as a deviation from the referene point,that says the geometri mean output over all plants in year t. It aptures information on theross-setional distribution in outputs. The seond term adds hanges in the output referenepoint aross all years. It provides information on the shift of the output distribution over time byhain-linking the movement in the referene point. The remaining two terms perform the sameoperation for eah input xi. Inputs are then added using a ombination of �rm fator shares Sitand average fator shares Sit for eah year as weights.In our study, the prodution is approximated by the turnover, from whih we withdraw thevariation in stoks (goods and raw materials stoks; see Girma et al. (2003)). In addition, wede�ate it using the setoral prodution prie index.43 Besides, we inlude four kinds of inputsin our omputation: labor, intermediate goods, subontrating and apital. Labor, intermediategoods and subontrating are measured respetively by the number of employees, the purhases ofintermediate goods (de�ated by the intermediate goods prie index) and subontrating (de�atedby the prodution prie index). The apital is evaluated by the sum of ompanies' tangible andintangible �xed assets (de�ated by the GFCF prie index).

43All indexes (soure: INSEE) are alulated at a setor-level (base 100 in 1995).37



B Summary StatistisTable 8: Statistis on Frenh �rms (EAE enquiry)Size Pro�t TFP Wage Export Marketshare HHmean 172074 15531.62 -1.716 210.066 .147 .013 583.368sd 172074 437498.4 1.803 78.836 .219 .051 946.363
C Mathing proedure and other estimationsTable 9: Comparison between target �rms and the ontrol group (domesti M&A)Variable Sample Mean Bias Redution in biasTreated ControlsPro�t Unmathed 19183.73 16754.44 0.7Mathed 19183.73 20856.34 -0.5 31.1TFP Unmathed -2.326 -1.616 -41.9Mathed -2.325 -2.2520 -4.3 89.7Marketshare Unmathed .031 .0127 21.4Mathed .031 .035 -5.0 76.8Export Unmathed .250 .149 42.5Mathed .250 .262 -4.9 88.4Export2 Unmathed .13 .070 32.5Mathed .13 .146 -7.1 78.2Wage Unmathed 231.457 210.519 24.7Mathed 231.457 232.13 -0.8 96.8Wage2 Unmathed 62014.27 50156.43 10.2Mathed 62014.27 59619.66 2.1 79.8
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Table 10: Comparison between target �rms and the ontrol group (ross-border M&A)Variable Sample Mean Bias Redution in biasTreated ControlsPro�t Unmathed 29984.36 16949.64 3.8Mathed 29984.36 20992.08 2.6 31.0TFP Unmathed -2.446 -1.615 -48.7Mathed -2.446 -2.463 1.0 97.9Marketshare Unmathed .036 .012 31.6Mathed .036 .021 15.6 50.5Export Unmathed .272 .148 54.1Mathed .272 .288 -7.1 86.9Export2 Unmathed .131 .069 35.3Mathed .131 .145 -8.6 75.7Wage Unmathed 249.688 210.608 52.8Mathed 249.688 253.947 -5.8 89.1Wage2 Unmathed 67439.6 50168 17.0Mathed 67439.6 70803.75 -3.3 80.5
Table 11: Propensity sore stepdeterminants domesti M&A ross-border M&APro�t -1.75e-07 -4.11e-08(2.35e-07) (1.38e-07)TFP -0.059a -0.063a(0.014) (0.016)Marketshare 0.569b 0.325(0.253) (0.301)Export 1.004a 1.799a(0.258) (0.297)Export2 -0.837b -1.899a(0.332) (0.397)Wage 0.001b 0.006a(0.0004) (0.002)Wage2 -2.95e-07 -7.63e-06a(3.90e-07) (2.68e-06)Constant -3.467a -4.385a(0.086) (0.211)Observations 182148 181902Log likelihood -1562.913 -1302.152Pseudo R2 0.025 0.054Standard errors in parentheses

c signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%;
a signi�ant at 1% 39



Table 12: E�ets of M&A on TFP (�rm �xed e�ets)(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)After -1.251a -1.259a -1.260a -1.257a -1.258a -1.251a -1.258a -1.260a -1.257a -1.259a.049 .049 .049 .049 .049 .049 .049 .049 .049 .049AF -.966a 3.077a 1.981a 3.680a 2.222a.280 .185 .726 .374 .773AF Dom 3.078a 2.781a 1.220c 2.994a 1.552b.184 .180 .645 .224 .748AF Trs .354 -.676b -.677c 1.683b 1.457c.797 .386 .386 .837 .848AF*After .191a .192a .190a .191a .190a.069 .068 .068 .068 .068AF Dom*After .049 .051 .046 .052 .047.083 .083 .083 .083 .083AF Trs*After .356a .356a .357a .353a .355a.083 .083 .083 .083 .083Size 7.87e-08a 1.05e-07b 8.26e-08a 1.03e-07a 7.73e-08a 1.05e-07a 8.10e-08a 1.03e-07a2.10e-08 2.33e-08 2.14e-08 2.31e-08 2.05e-08 2.33e-08 2.10e-08 2.31e-08Marketshare -1.825a -1.479b -1.893a -1.575b.637 .704 .632 .699HH -.000c -.000 -.000 -.000.000 .000 .000 .000Constant -2.440a -2.737a -3.282a -3.104a -3.150a -2.735a -2.441a -2.438 -2.427a -2.429a.041 .058 .341 .350 .356 .057 .041 .041 .042 .042Observations 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380R-squared 0.4042 0.4045 0.4049 0.4047 0.4050 0.4051 0.4053 0.4057 0.4045 0.4058Firm �xed e�ets are inludedRobust standard errors in parentheses
c signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%;a signi�ant at 1%
Table 13: E�ets of intra-EU and extra-EU ross-border M&A on TFP (�rm �xed e�ets)TFPAfter -1.259a.049AF Dom 2.279a.769AF Trs E .125.541AF Trs NE 2.172b.862AF Dom*After .048.084AF Trs E*After .205b.104AF Trs NE*After .572a.110Size 9.98e-08a2.29e-08Marketshare -1.512b.697HH -.000.000Constant -3.148a.356Observations 6380R-squared 0.4063�rm �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors in parentheses

b signi�ant at 5%; a signi�ant at 1%
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Table 14: E�ets of M&A on TFP (no �xed e�ets)(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)After -1.131a -1.119a -1.122a -1.123a -1.121a -1.131a -1.119a -1.122a -1.124a -1.122a(.049) (.049) (.049) (.049) (.049) (.049) (.049) (.049) (.049) (.049)AF -.283a -.270a -.277a -.264a -.277a(.058) (.058) (.058) (.058) (.058)AF Dom -.194a -.194a -.189a -.181a -.189a(.07) (.069) (.069) (.069) (.069)AF Trs -.390a -.361a -.383a -.363a -.383a(.072) (.072) (.072) (.072) (.072)AF*After .239a .249a .248a .248a .249a(.068) (.068) (.067) (.068) (.068)AF Dom*After .152c .146c .142c .141c .142c(0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08)AF Trs*After .343a .371a .374a .375a .374a(0.085) (0.085) (0.085) (0.085) (0.085)Size -1.01e-07a -5.38e-08a -9.08e-08a -5.33e-08a -9.96e-08a -5.19e-08a -8.94e-08a -5.15e-08a(1.94e-08) (1.46e-08) (1.79e-08) (1.46e-08) (1.91e-08) (1.42e-08) (1.76e-08) (1.42e-08)Marketshare -2.259a -2.318a -2.279a -2.331a(.162) (.217) (.160) (.216)HH -9.17e-05a 7.63e-06 -9.31e-05a 6.66e-06(1.52e-05) (2.01e-05) (1.53e-05) (2.01e-05)Constant -1.697a -1.675a -1.617a -1.606a -1.621a -1.697a -1.675a -1.617a -1.605a -1.621a(.429) (.042) (.043) (.044) (.044) (.042) (.042) (.043) (.043) (.042)Observations 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380R-squared 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.12No �xed e�ets are inludedRobust standard errors in parentheses
c signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%;a signi�ant at 1%

Table 15: E�ets of M&A on pro�ts (no �xed e�ets)(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)After 9607b 221 272 214 177 9607b 202 252 190 155(4045) (3299) (3311) (3306) (3306) (4045) (3298) (331) (3305) (3305)AF 5082b -4429b -4312b -4418a -4077b(2153) (1745) (1789) (1697) (1770)AF Dom 392 671.9 603.1 704.4 909(2289) (1.31e+03) (1.28e+03) (1.28e+03) (1.26e+03)AF Trs 10670a -1.05e+04a -1.02e+04a -1.05e+04a -1.00e+04a(3413) (3.31e+03) (3.45e+03) (3.32e+03) (3.44e+03)AF*After 9437 2259 2294 2258 2303(9389) (5619) (5612) (5618) (5610)AF Dom*After -6354 -1540 -1468 -1553 -1570(5890) (4312) (4284) (4314) (4290)AF Trs*After 27660 6792 6776 6806 6918(18050) (9666) (9676) (9683) (9669)Size .074a .073a .074a .073a .074a 0.073a .074a .073a(.008) (.092) (.087) (.092) (8.62e-03) (9.23e-03) (8.74e-03) (9.24e-03)Marketshare 38560 59460 37230 58470(36000) (37070) (36080) (37060)HH -.168 -2.701a -.258 -2.74a(1.685) (.957) (1.688) (.958)Constant 19380a 2695 1708 2821c 3200c 19380a 2660 1708 2854c 3226c(1145) (2056) (1513) (1657) (1716) (1145) (2054) (1508) (1646) (1706)Observations 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897R-squared 0.00 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.01 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59No �xed e�ets are inludedRobust standard errors in parentheses
c signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%; a signi�ant at 1%
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Table 16: E�ets of M&A on pro�ts (�rm �xed e�ets)(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)After 3813,323c -3955.992 -4123.113 -3804.612 -3970.324 3813.323c -3956.592 -4123.319 -3805.27 -3970.4622260,051 3281.061 3408.046 3239.078 3400.879 2260.235 3278.548 3406.251 3237.254 3400.472AF 3139,688 1008,842 140336.2 72066.01b 177066.72678,966 1853,998 177651.3 32005.38 175893.6AF Dom -489.704 -682.829 140240.9 -8550.13c 176947.52061.249 1117.868 177921.3 4734.835 176102.4AF Trs 891.199 -166584.2 -191004.8 -179856.2 -184479.34383.764 1006493 1024519 1009400 1023680AF*After -646,2658 678,2554 466.8935 600.2223 456.93846159,188 5930,793 5877.622 5915.29 5875.21AF Dom*After -1701.756 1047.156 646.4819 1119.825 794.33814240.307 3986.813 3934.023 3994.01 3939.965AF Trs*After 577.8585 250.6366 258.9547 -2.29355 66.240811873.24 10997.5 10968.66 10960.29 10956.05Size 0,085a .087a .086a .087a .085a .087a .086a .087a0,031 .033 .031 .033 .031 .033 .031 .033MS700 -148640 -114264.5 -148563.5 -114064.8191351.7 193253.1 191640.2 193624HH -9.545b -7.196b -9.556b -7.208b4.610 3.144 4.597 3.128Constant -1263,385 1070.558b 1257.856a 2428.771a 2238.618a 577.062 -2015.026b 1257.723a 14699.75c 2239.969a1244,634 433.340 344.753 541.712 509.997 1185.886 967.147 343.454 8159.722 513.181Observations 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897 6897R-squared 0,7158 0,7511 0.7514 0.7514 0.7516 0.7159 0.7511 0.7514 0.7514 0.7516Firm �xed e�ets are inludedRobust standard errors in parentheses
c signi�ant at 10%; b signi�ant at 5%;a signi�ant at 1%
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